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Investigation of Gamma P.adiation ?.azards 
Incident to an Underwater Atomic ~lesion. 

1. In order to properly account for the attack by means of atomic 

weapons in the design of new construction, fundamental data on the 

hazards of gamma radiation (penetrating radiation) resulting from an 

underwater atomic explosion was reouired. Inquiries indicated that the 

existing data, based on Operation Crossrce.ds, was inadequate for design 

purposes. Consequently, the Bureau of Ships undertook on 3 November 

1947 to investigate the basic information collected during Test Baker in 

order to obtain adequate design data for considering measures to protect 

against gamma radiation. Detailed history and results of this investiga-

tion are contained in Section II of this report. Section I is a stm::i<'l.r~· 

of tl:e results ·of the investigation. 

2. Since previous reports from Operation Crossroads indicated that the 

base surge which formed at the base of the ?est Baker water column a.""ld 

moved outward, enveloping the target array, containe;d nearly all of the 

ga~ma radiation hazard, the extent and r~te of growth of the base surge 

was the subject of the initial investie;ation. '.i:'he ~rowth and exter.t of 

the base surge was charted by analysi3 of nhotogra~h:r of the ·!'est 3nker 

detonation as described in Section !I, para5raphs 3 to a. 7igures 3 and 

5 completely describe the motion of the base surge from detonation to 

detonation plus seven minutes. Figure 4 dc~icts the time dist~nce curves 

of the movement of the base ~urge in the upwind, crosswind and do•.-!r:1.,rinc1. 

directions. The base :nirge forms abo11t ten seconds after detonation 

around th~ base of the collap~in« ··rf1.t·-:r c-;1'.i::m and i::ove:> c11h1n.rd in a 
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·..miforz:. fashion to about the lOCiC yard circle. The rr.ean velocity o: the 

advance during this period is about 50 knots. 3eyond the 1000 yard circle, 

the velocity of the base surge in the U!""ind direction begin~ to diminish 

rapidly, being but 15.knots at the end of the first minute. Motion in· the 

upWind direction ceases at about two minutes after detonation. The ca.xi-

mUI:l distance reached is about 1800 yards. Stagnation of the upwind side 

of the base surge corresponds to a rapid ieceleration of the crosswind 

and downWi.nd sides. The maximum crosswind extent (2700 yards) is reached 

at about detonation ~lus three minutes. At the same time, the velocity 

of the base surge in the downwind direction reaches a constant velocity 

a~proximating that of the wind (six knots). Thereafter, movement of the 

base surge is controlled entirely by the wind. Beyond 3000 yards down-

wind, the base surge loses its opa.que cloudlike apnearance. It lifts· 

from the water and begins to disintegrate under the action of the wind. 

Vessels situated at about 3500 yards do•:l!'.wind never quite disapnear from 

view. 

3. The total dose of gamma radiation received by each target ship ex-

posed during Test 3aker was recorded as the dc~rkening of photogra~ic 

films placed in various locations throug~out th& ves~els. The total 

dose thus recorded W.?.s received in two ways: 

(~) Jircct gaJ:'l~a radiation from radioactive particles in suspension 

in the base surge. This "surge radiation!' operates on the "Jarticular 

film badg0 from the time the surbe epproaches close enough for the ~aor.ia 

radiatior. to penetrate to the badge until the ~ase surge retires down-

Vind or lifts above the array, dep::ndi:ir; unon the location of the tar.get 

cor.taini~g the badg~. 
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(b) Gai:u:ia radiation emanating from fission prcducts de~osited on 

the weather surfaces of the vessel. This "deposit radiation" operates 

on the film badge from the time the fission products begin to be deposited 

in the vicinity of the target until the badge is removed from the area. 

4. The dose from the surge and the dose from the deposit combine to 

form the total dose recorded on the film badge. The total dose as re

corded by the darkening of the film canr.ot be broken up into the two 

constituent doses. The deposit dose, however, can be obtained independ

ently of the film badge data by ceasuring the intensity of gamma radia

tion on the weather surface at some time after contamination by means 

of a Geiger Counter or similar device. The deposit dose is obtained by 

integrating, between proper limits, the 13rea under a decay curve passed 

through the measured value, as shown in Figure 11 and explained in Section 

II, paragraph 27 and 28. Once the denosit dose is obtained in this manner, 

the surge dose can be inferred by subtracting the denosit dose from the 

total dose as recorded by the film b~dgc. 

5. After an exhaustive survey of nrior renorts (Section II, paragra?hs 

11 through 25), available in the file of the Armed Forces Special ~ea~ons 

Project, it was considered desirable to return to the basic data in order 

to arrive at usable criteria for design nurposes. In the nrocess of ob

taining accurate quantatative analyses of the distribution of gaz=.a 

radiation do~mgcs throughout the array, considerable new light was thrown 

u:non the mechanisms by which the gaorna radiation hazard is propagated 

during an widerwater eXj)losion. It ··:as di:ocov0 red t~at, contrar:.: to 

previous thow;ht, the base sur.;e was not the nrior.ry contaminating 
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~echanism of the underwater explosion. Consideration of the d~stribution 

of the deposit dose, as analyzed from Geiger Counter records, led to the 

hypothesis that the primary deposit occurred as the result of early radio-

active fallout or "rain" from the mushroom head. This hypothesis was 

S".1bstantiated in numerous ways through011t the study. The early fallout 

from the mushroom head (Figures 16 through 19) tended to form a "ring" 

of high deposit doses around the center of burst, each maximum corresponding 

to a prominent fallout visible in photographs. An expanded section of 

this "fallout ring 11 is shown in Figure 20. The mean level of deposit 

dose in ~ay of the fallout ring is about 4000 roentgens. Of this amount, 

about 3500 roentgens is attributed to the fallout from the mushroom head 

and about 500 roentgens to the deposit resulting from condensation of the 

base surge. The distribution of deposit over the Test Baker array is 

shown in Figure 15 by contours of deposit dose in equivalent roentgens. 

6. The total unshielded dose of gamma radiations experienced by the 

target vessels was determined by a comparative analysis of film badge 

data (Section II, paragraphs 42 thrcugh 51). Figure 28 shows the dis-

tribution of total gamma radiation dose over the Test Baker array by 

means of contours of total dose in equivalent roentgens. Contours of 

surge dose were obtained by subtracting the deposit doses represented 

in Figure 15 from the total doses rc~rcsented in Figure 28. These con-

tours are plotted in Figure 29. 

7. Figures 3, 5, 15, 28 and 29 and the accompanying text in Section II 

adequately describe the propagation and distribution of the gamma radia-

tion hazard which occurred in Test Baker. For design ~urposes, a more 

gcn~ralized stntement Qf the hazards involved is necessary. A major 

' -""t'-
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fact or controlling the di stri but ion of the gamma radiation hazard during 

Test 3aker was the wind velocity. The wind velocity at the time of the 

Test Baker burst was six knots. This is not representative of the mean 

wind velocity to be expected. After some study, a design wind velocity 

of 15 knots was assumed. Figure 6 illustrates the growth and movement 

of the base surge under a wind velocity of 15 knots. The development is 

shown to detonation plus five minutes or 4000 yards on the downwind side. 

Further development is not investigated due to the lifting and disintegra

tion of the surge at this time. Paragra/hs 54 through 60 of Section II 

describe the changes in grunma. radiation distribution resulting from the 

assumption of a design wind speed of 15 knots. Figure 30 represents the 

mean or average distribution of deposit dose under these conditions. 

Note that an 11 ideal" ring maximum of 4000 roentgens is assumed in lieu of 

the various maxima e:xhibited by the deposit dose distribution in Test 

Baker (Figure lSL· i'ig·ure 31 reuresents the mean or average surge radia

tion dose distribution under design conditions. Since surge radiation 

is great only in the early moments of an underwater burst, an increase 

in wind velocity has very little influence upon the surge radiation dose 

distribution. Figure 32 represents the total gaora radiation dose which 

may be e~ected under mean conditions ~·:ith a wind velocity of 15 knots. 

It was obtained by summation of the two constituent doses represented 

by Figures 30 and 31. The shape of the contours inside the 6000 roentgen 

contour is of little practical value although interesting from a theo

retical point of view as discussed in Section II, paragranb 59. For 

desi$Il purposes, an even gro•.-1th to a 9000 roentgen maximum at the center 

of burst can be assumed. 
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8. Section II cor.tains the detailed analysis and results. Since t~e 

evaluation of p
0
rior work on this pro·cier:: was made very difficult by a 

lack of statements as to assumptions and fon:ntlae used in obtaining results, 

a full history of'asswnptions used,. processes and formulae developed and 

accuracies obtained is contained in Section II along with discussions of 

physical interpretation of the data in many instances. ~he magnitude 

of this phase of the problem of protecting naval vessels against penetra

ting radiations is such as to preclude additional study into the time

intensity and other characteristics of the gamma radiation hazard at 

this time. These characteristics will be the subject of future studies. 

9. Basic data on film badge exposure and deposit dose calculations which 

were obtained from the files of the Armed Forces Special Weapons Project 

are referred to in Section II as Documents A and B. These titles were 

.applied by the Bureau to the data whic:i w<;.s in rough form without foroal 

titles or identification. 

10 .. Illustrations for this report have been clnssified on an individual 

basis in order to facilitate their us:: in desi:::n or trainir..g apart from 

this report. The complete renort, tsxt ar.d illustrations, is classified 

Top Secret. 
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S3C':'IC~; II. Detailed Analysis 

l. Incident to the design of the anti-submarine warfare ~essel, several 

questions arose concerning the amount, c:.aracter and duration of the 

radiological contamination experienced as the result of an underwater 
. 

atomic detonation and at what ranges from the burst this contamination 

would affect a naval vessel. As a result, the Atomic Warfare Defense 

Section, Bureau of Ships, initiated a study of the ~roblem on 3 November 

1947. The immediate object of the study was to determine the gamma 

radiation hazard from a Test Baker type detonation against the CLK Class 

vessel. The long-range objective was to be an assessment of the gamma 

radiation hazard against all major types and classes of naval vessels. 

2. Consultation with the Technical Directors group, Crossroads Division, 

Armed Forces Special Weapons Project revealed that the radiation hazard 

emanated almost entirely from the base surge which formed at the base of 

the water column about ten seconds after ~etonation and moved outward, 

enYeloping the target array. The base surge was com~osed of a very heavy 

mist or fog containing radioactive materials and fission products. As 

the base surge moved outward condensation occurred and a portion of the 

radioactive materials 11 rained out" on the target vessels, contaminating 

the to~sides. The ~echnical Director, Dr. Scoville, estimated that about 

5~ of the total radiation dose registered by each target vessel was the 

result of radioactive decay of the material deposited on the t~rget 

vessel. The other 50% of the total dose was radiated from tr.e mist 

during the time in which the vessel was envelo-oed by the mist. In order 

to assess the hazard to the vessel while underway, data as to the rate 

of ;;rowth of tho ba.s9 :;urge ;md the rndin.tion gradient nt various stages 
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of 5rowth is necessary. A survey of available data i~C.icated the existence 

of much conflicting or unsatisfactory data and considerable oissing in

formation. It was decided to investigate the growth of the base surge 

independently by means of analysis of photography of the Test Baker 

detonation so as to form a firm foundation for the remainder of the study. 

The principal films used were AF Nos. 592, 593, 647, 632, 598, 629 and 637. 

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 1. The estimated time 

of contact of the base surge with the nearest point of the target vessel 

is recorded for each film on which the particular vessel is observed. 

Where the crunera angle permitted, the time of actual contact was observed. 

If contact occurred be.tween successive fre.mes or if the camera angle did 

not permit an observation of the near point of the vessel, the progress 

of the surge over the vessel was observed and an estimate of surge 

velocity made. With this information, the time of contact was readily 

determined. At the right margin of Fi6-u.re l, is the average or consensus 

of all observations on each target vessel. These values of time are 

plotted in Figure 2 at the ap~ropri~te locations of the nearest points 

of the targets. The position of the targets has been oriented on the 

basis of the announced wind bearing of 135° true. Contours of time up 

to three minutes have been added. The shape of these contours indicate 

that the actual direction of wind durir.g end imr..ediat~ly after detonation 

was more in the nature of 150° true. Figure 2 also indicl'..tes the some

what uneven growth of the surge. P~otographs show a definite scalloped 

effect on the periphery, •.·.•i th i::inor protrube:nces <'nd identations occurr

ing from tioe to tioe. 
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-· :!or design purposes, a fe.ired curve is desirable w.i:ich repres8::ts e. 

mec.n progress of the base surg~. ~aired curves of the develo~ment of the 

base surge up to three minutes are shown in Figure 3. Not on~y have the 

cinor irregularities of Figure 2 been faired but oaximum values are re

oriented to the downwind direction (150° true) and the curves are now 

symmetrical about the wind a.xis as would be expected. Certain cbaracter

~stics of the growth of th~ base surge are visible in-Figure 3. The base 

surge begins to form around the base of the water column at about detona

tion plus ten seconds. The base surge is circular in plan, the radius 

at formation being about 350 yards. At 15 seconds, the surge is still 

circular and bas reached the 500 yard circle. The surge remains circular 

until it reaches the 900 yard circle at 30 seconds after detonation. 

Thereafter, it begins to distort from the original circular pla.Ji. On 

the upwind side, the growth of the base surge is inr..ibited by the adverse 

effect of the wind and approaches a flat elliptical sha~e. the crosswind 

dimensions of the base surge being the transverse axis. The rate of 

gro~th of the base surge downwind is aided by the wind and assumes an 

elli:?tical shape in wh:i_ch the cross~·:ind dimension is the conjugate axis. 

The extre.::ie limit of the base surge upi·rind ~s 1800 yards. Downwind, 

it extends to about 3000 yards by the end of three minutes. The 

characteristic egg-shaned plan of the base surge is clearly visible in 

several aerial photographs. The l!laxir:n.u:i crosswind extent of the buse 

surge is about 2700 yards from the center of detonation. Prestu:1ably, 

this distance is that at which the base surge exhausts the Gnergy supplied 

to it by the detonation and, were no wind existing, the surge •:rould coi::e 

to rest in a circular ~hape with the edge of the surge on the 2700 yard 

circle. 
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5. 3;r passini; a section throU€;h the origin of Tigure 3, the time dis-

tance curve of the motion of the base surge up to three minutes can be 

deter~ined for any desired direction. Figure 4 depicts the time-distance 

curve~ of the movement of the base surge in the upwind, crosswind and 

downwind directions. The character of these curves is interesting. The 

base surge forms roughly ten seconds after detonation around the base of 

the water column (about 350 yards from the center of detonation). The 

base surge advances outward in a uniform fashion to about .the 1000 yard 

circle. The mean velocity of the base surge ~uring this period is about 

50 knots. During this period of nearly constant velocity, energy is 

being continuously added to the surge by the disintegration of the water 

column. Beyond the 1000 yard circle, the velocity of the base surge in 

the upwind direction begins to diminish rapidly. At the end of the first 

minute the velocity upwind is but 15 knots. The crosswind and downwind 

velocities are nearly equal. At one minute the base surge has advanced 

about 100 yards further in the downwind direction than in the crosswind 

direction. 

6. 1.;otior. in the upwind direction ceases at about two minutes after 

detonation. The maximum distance reached is about 1800 yards. Stagna-

t i er. of the upwind side of the base surge corresnonds to a ra,,id decelera

tion of ""!le crosswind and dowmrind portions. The maximum crosswind 

extent of the base surge (2700 yards) is reached at about three minutes . 

.At tl-.e ~;;oe time, t!le velocity of the base surge in t~e downwind direc

tion reaches a co~stant velocity a~~roximatir.g that of the wind. These 

two facts sup::_;ort the conclusion tr.at the energy originally :!)resent ir. 

the buse surge is e:-:.hausted at the er.d of three r:iinutes. Thereafter, 
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ocvecent of the base surge is controlled er.tirel:,r ";)~· the wind. Beyond 

3CCO yards dowm:ind, the base surge loses its opaque cloud.like ap:;Jearance. 

It lifts from the surface of the water a.~d begins to disintegrate under 

the action of the wind. Vessels situated at about 3500 yards downwind 

never quite disappear from view. Consecuently determination of the be-

havior and velocity of the bRse surge is difficult. 

7. Beyonu detonation plus three minutes, the base surge is moving only 

in the dow~wind sense. One observation was ~ade in this direction, that 

on the COl:YHGHAl•l. The estimated tii::e of contact- was six minutes. Tr..is 

point is plotted in Figure 4 as a circle and agrees well with a straight 

line drawn from the downwind curve at three minutes with an arbitrary 

' slope equivalent to a velocity of six knots (the probable wind velocity). 

On the upwind side, the base surge begins to retreat after detonation 

plus three minutes. Three observations of the retreating surge were ob-

tain~d and are plotted on Figure 4 as triangles. These observations 

agree very well with a straight line of arbitrary slope eaual to six 

knots velocity drawn from the upwind curve at three minutes. The motion 

of tha base surge is thus com~letely represented out to eight minutes 

after detocation. Study of Figure 4 indic~Tes that the base surge 

reaches a maximum diameter in the up~·:ind-dcwnwind direction of about 

4800 yards at dP.tonation plus three mi~utes. The base surge reaches a 

crosswind ma.ximUI:l diameter of about !:4CC ~rc,rds_ at the scu:ie ti1:1e. There-

after, the base surge dimensions are static end the surge moves bodily 

downwind at •·rind velocity. The r:iaxi=·~ crosswind diameter is nbout 

600 yards·greater then that in the ''"'-7"ir:d-do··.rn\·'ind direct.ion, indicating 

that th-3 wind was more cffccti ·1c ir. li:::i ting "J.Tl':!inC. growth thc..n it l·:a:> 
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- - '._Jrornoting the downwind extent of the surge. This appears to be 

reasonable. 

8. Figure 5 describes the bodily movement of the base surge downwind 

from detonation plus three minutes to netonation plus seven minutes. 

Figures 3 and 5 together completely describe the motion of the base surge 

from detonation to detonat~on plus seven minutes. As stated before, 

beyond seven minutes the motion of the base surge is difficult to determine. 

It has lifted to form a cloud at about lOCO ft. above the surface and has 

begun to disintegrate. However, for vessels underway, the motion of the 

base surge at this time is largely of academic interest. as the vessels 

would have already cleared the area. For this reason, inquiry into the 

motion of the base surge beyond detonation plus seven minutes is not made. 

9. For purposes of assessing the radiation hazard from an underwater 

explosion upon vessels underway, the data represented by Figures 3 and 5 

is not entirely satisfactory as the wind velocity (six knots) which was 

present during Test 3a.ker is not representative of the mean wind velocity 

to be expected. On the basis of study of available data concerning the 

cean wind velocity in probable OT)erating areas, a wind velocity of 15 

knots was chosen for design purposes. In Figure 4 two dashed lines with 

slopes correspondir.g to a velocity of 15 knots have been added tangent 

to the downwind ar.d upwind curves. Under this assumntion, the base s'..ll"ge 

c~ases expanding and begins to move down•~nd at 15 knots at about detona

tion plus 2 1/2 minutes. The crosswind curve is unaffected. Although 

it appears obvious that the shape of the curves prior to 2 1/2 min~tes 

would be altered somewhat by the increased wind velocity, any adjustment 

\·:ould be highlJ· arbitrary. Conseauently, no adjustment i!J made. 
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10. Figure 6 represents tr.e develo~~~~t cf tte base sur5e of a 3aker-

type atomic bomb under the influence of a 15 knot wind as indicated. The 

development is shown to detonation nlus five minutes or 4000 yards on the 

downwind side. Further development is not investigated due to lifting and 

disintegration of the surge as explained in ~aragraph eight. The increased 

wind velocity probably would cause lifting and disintegration of the base 

surge at some range closer than that experienced in Test Baker but an 

effective surge is assumed to 4000 yards. It is expected that few, if 

any, cases of vessels underway will involve contact with the base surge 

in the neighborhood of detonation plus five minutes in any event. 

11. Basic data on the radiation intensities encountered during Test Baker 

are derived from film badges placed in various locations on the target 

vessels. The placing of the film badges on the ships was accomplished 

by the ship's crew in accordance with instructions which indicated the 

compartment nllI:lber and frame number for the location of each badge. Further 

d.:t:- ils of the placing of the badges were left to the judgment of the 

ship's force. As a result, no infor~ation as to the height above deck, 

orientation of badge, or r~lationship to location.of heavy e~uipcent 

is known. Study of the available data indicates that such variables 

resulted in wide variation of doses received by badges subjected to 

approxioately the sace radiation. 

12. The data deri7ed from film badges consist of measures of total radia

tion dose in roentgens received by the film-badges. The ~rocess by 

which the density of fogging of the filo is converted into radiation 

dose is subject to ~rror es:.iocially for very light doses and very heavy 

dos~s. In general, the reading obtai~ed way be in error by as much as 

a factor of 2. 
-13-



13. Doclment A, made available b~· the Ar::::ed Forces Special Weapo~s Project 

for use in this study, contains detailed information on film badge dosages 

froo Test Baker. The basic data from Document A is reproduced as Figure 21. 

It is purported to be the best available inforoation. The great majority 

of film badges were placed within the ship structure and thus record the 

dosage as influenced by the shielding effect of structure and equip:.:;ent. 

~here were 16 film badges located in topside, presumably unshielded, 

locations on 13 ships. Since these badges would apuarently offer the oost 

accurate data on unshielded dose at the respective target vessels, it ·is 

interesting to note their performance. Three vessels, P~ISACOLA, SA.LT 

LAKE CITY and BRISCOE had two topside film badges. On PENSACOLA, badge 

3524, located on the port side of No. l mount, and therefore nearest the 

burst,_ registered 6700 roentgens. Badge 3544, located on the outside of 

No. 4 oount registered 10,000 roentgens. The, variation was 3300 roentgens 

or roughly so% of the smaller vdue. Cn SALT I...il3 CITY, badge 3518, 

located under No. 4 oount and hence closest to the burst recorded 1600 

roentgens. Badge 3514, under a forward oount, recorded 2400 roentsens. 

The variation, 800 roentgens, was 5~ of the si:ialler reading. 3...'USC~~ 

was nearly broadside to the burst. The burst was on the port beam. 

Badge 3745, located on a port side 20 lllI:I. Alf. gu.~, registered 6200 roentgens. 

Badge 3755, on the starboard 20 mm. oount o~;osite, registered 80CO 

roentgens. A variation of 1800 or about 30% of the smaller VPlue is 

apparent. It is obvious from the above t!:at raniQtion intensities re

corded by unshielded filo badges are very uncertain. Hibh readings =.ay 

result from conditions which allow a concer-tration of ficsion nro~~cts 

to accUIJulate in the io~cdiate area of the bLdge. Low readings ~~st 

probably recult from shielding urovidc1 by tonside equip~ent and st:-ucturc. 
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14. ·rhe readings on the unshielded badges when cocp<>.:red with the dosage 

registered on badges below deck on the same vessel also provides con-

siderable information as to the reliability of the badge readings: 

Shin Unshielded Ba~ Highest Shielded Reading 

WAINWRIGHT (DD419) 166 R 340 R 

PENSACOLA ( Ch24) 6700 - 10,000 R 3450 R 

WILSOU (DD408) 7600 R 4650 R 

COlffiTGHAH (DD37l) 220 R 105 R 

HrJGEES (DD410) 4900 R 4275 R 

:BRISCOE (APA65) 6200 - 8000 R 3400 R 

S.il.T LAKE CITY ( C.a25) 1600 - 2400 P. 1700 R 

HUST!!~ (DD413) 2000 R 1600 R 

TRI??E (DD403) 4900 R 5200 R 

DEl:TUD~ (SS335) 340 R 320 R 

LST52 4000 R 2000 R 

LST220 41 R 86 R 

LST545 145 R 14 R 

It will be noted that four of t~e 15 unshielded badges or 25~ of 

readings registered lees dosage than some badge located inside the struc-

ture on the same vessel. On five vessels the unshielded dose was roughly 

twice the highest shielded dose. The badge recording the highest shielded 

dose on each of these vessels was generally located in the superstr~ct~re 

and the average plate thickness shielding the badge from the exterior 

incident radiation was between .2 and .3 inches. ~he thickness of steel 

required to reduce the incident radiation to so% of the outside intensity 

is about .8 inches. Therefore, either the additicnal structure attached 

to the ~lating nnd the equipment in the comTiartcent contributed about .5 

incte3 of nt0cl a5 shielding or the unshielded values arc consistently 
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high. On the rer.aining vessels having unshielded badges, the hi~hest 

shielded dose varies from 10% on LST545 to 95~ on DE!7TUDJL of the unshielded 

dose. 

15.· Wide variations in badge readings are also observed in the data when 

a correlation is attempted between sister vessels of similar orientation 

to the burst. As an example the four destroyers in the northwest chain 

which had unshielded badges were selected. These were TRIP?E, 1320 yards~ 

i'lILSOl~, 1766 yards; WAiliWRIGHT, 2952 yards and CON'YNGF.AM, 3597 yards. A 

shielded badge common to all four vessels is located in the Bos 1 ns Stores, 

a-101-A, frame 4. The relation of readings from these badges to the un-

shielded reading is as follows: 

Vessel Unshielded dose Bos'n Store dose _1= 

TRIPPE 4900 R 2600 R 53 

i'IILSON 7600 R 2300 R 30 

WAim'lRIGET 166 R 160 R 96 

COlffirGIWI. 220 R 72 R 32 

The shielded dose varies from 30 to 96 percent of the unshielded 

dose. It should be noted that, contrary to expectations, the un~hielded 

dose values do not decrease with increasing distance. WILSON appears to 

be in gross error. The shielded values show a more appronriate deteriora-

tion of radiation dose. This would indicate that shielded badges are less 

subject to extreme variations than those tonside. Further investigation 

over a large number of target vessels indicates that badges well-shielded 

by structure or armor tend.to give readings which are affected the least 

by differences in location and orientation of the badges. By taking these 

fnctors i::to acco'..l.nt, it i:: anticinated that rcasonabl·:: value3 of un-

zhielded do~e can be derived. 
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16. Document A lists for each tar.-·~t vessel included 'in the doCUI!lent. an ' . - .. 

estimated value of unshielded dose. The basis for determining this dose 

is not. evident. However, it is presumed that in general the values listed 

were obtained by study of the actual shielded doses registered on each 

vessel. Before attempting an independent assessment of the data. the 

general distribution of total radiation dose over the array as shown by 

these figures was investigated. Figure ? is an accurate plot of the Test 

Baker array. The area over which the base surge passed is indicated by 

dashed lines. The unshielded dose, as determined from Document A, is 

shown by the name of each vessel. It will be noted first that many vessels 

are nqt listed in Document A. Some of these ships have no data because 

they were sunk as a result of Test Baker. But in addition to these, there 

are many omissions. Among the most important vessels u~on which· no data 

is available in Document A are GASC0:23, LST 133, YOG 83, PRI!~Z ZUGZN' 

and BHiilD. A cursory perusal of the vessels on which data is available 

indicates three vessels: WILSON, i;3VJUlA and RALPH TAL3CT; the readings 

on which appear to be in gross error. WILSON, located between TRIPPE 

(5000 R) and STACK (3000 R) and at a rough equivalent radius as LS~ 52 

(4000 R), appears to have a radiation measurement several thousand roentgen 

in excess of expectations. iJEV.ADi. ( 160C R) is situated in the center of 

an area limited on four sides by ;,:AYR~iT ( 8000 R), TRIP?E ( 5000 R), lST 52 

(4000 R) and LCT 818 (.2000 R). Its value is ~uch lower than might be 

predicted. RALPH 'j'.'JJ.30T ( 2000 R) has the same dose as I!JEP3::DL:~CZ which 

was on the 3ame radius and about 400 yards closer to the burst. V~ssals 

at equivalent distances as P.ALPH TAL3CT are P!:....'t\C:-3 (SOO R) and 3 • .:..R..':\O:·l (150 R). 

Therefore 2000 .?. wo~lld apncar too high for RAL?E T:J.30:. ~s indic.t tcd in 
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?revious paragra~~s. other errors in total ansl:ielded dose are to be ex-

pected throughout the area because of the '.l.11.certainty of the data but the 

errors in the values assigned these three vessels (underlined in blue in 

Figure 7) are particularly gross. 

17. Figure Bis an accurate plot of the Test Baker array with contours 

of total radiation based on the values shown in Figure 7. The three vessals 

underlined in blue and for which the radiation value apnears to be in gross 

error have been ignored in drawing the contours. The other doses are 

accepted at face value for the time being. This data is, however, 

admittedly suspect and hence Figure 8 should be accepted on a qualitative 

basis only. 

18. The principal characteristic shown by the Figure 8 contours is that 

the maximum radiation dose does not occur at the center of tl:e array. The 

surface expressed by the contours is saddle-shaped, with the principal 

ma-....::imum locQtad downwind in way of BRULE and l~YR.:.rn. A secondary maxi-

mum exists in way of BRISCOE,·with an anp~rent valley through the center 

cf tl:e array. The principal maximum is quite definite since both F.A!.101: 

r.nd ?Z::-SACOL.i-. have lower values then 3RUI2. U:>wind, the maxirnum is not 

<?.S well defined since no radiation reading is available for GASCOUA.DE. 

Eowever, th.e vclues of UE~·; YOPJC, HUGHES nnd PE:.:'::~SYLv.:o..:;rA point r<'..ther 

dciir.i tel:• to e. mnxioum in way of BP.!SC03. Section A-A, shown at the 

bottom of Fi~~re 8 indicates the distribution of radiation in an upwind-

dowm·rind direction. 

19. Another reoarkable feature of the !igure 8 contours is their tendency 

to ce unsymr:,etrical ·.·:ith referrrnce tc the surfnce wind direction. The 
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directic~ of the s~rface wind, 150° true, was deteroined froc observations 

of the base surge. The dashed lines in Figure 8 indicate the directional 

tendencJ of the base surge. Some of tr.e radiation contours, particularly 

the 50CO, 40CO and 30CO contours, seem to share this tendency. The 2000 

and 1000 contours seem to favor the west side of the array downwind and 

the 7000 and 8000 R contours show a considerable orientation away from 

the surface wind direction. Section )._A, passed through the maxima, has 

a bearing of 138° true. If the radiation hazard was generated entirely 

by the base surge (paragraph 2), one would e~ect the tot~l dose to be 

distributed symmetrically with reference to the wind direction. The fact 

that the distribution is unsymmetrical indicates that the dose was not 

obtained in so simple a fashion. 

20. It is interesting to compare Figure 8 with the radiation distribution 

chart contained in Volume 1 of the Technical Director 1 s report. This 

er.art is Figure 5 of Enclosure (J) to the Technical Director 1 s Report. 

The saddle-shaped character of the radiation distribution is not in evi

dence. A con tcur cf 11 e;reater than BOCO ?.." surrounds the inner vessels 

of the array. All vessels inside the contour are labeled "greater tban 

8000 R". Comparison of total dose attr1.buted to various vessels with 

those of Document A shows many variatio~s. Document A is considered 

by .AFs~;p personnel to contain the most comprehensive data available. In 

view of the preliminarJ nature oft~~ drta on ?igure 5 of enclcsure (J), 

no p~rticular meaning can be given to the absence of the saddle-sr~pe, 

exce~t t.ha.t it may not have been anticipated by t~e group which analyzed 

the data. The orientation of total dose so :::..s to favor the westerr. sid.e 

of the array is equally in evidence as in Fisi-irc 8. This trend thus 

appen.rz to be well 1..;st.ablisi'.::d. 
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21. In order to investigate the t'o/O unusual features of Figure 8, it is 

necessary to inquire into the manr.er in which the total dose was received. 

':'he total dose was received in two ways. The first way in which a dose 

was received was by means of direct radiation from radioactive particles 

in suspension in the base surge. This "surge radiation" operates on the 

particular film badge from the time the surge approaches close enough for 

the gamma radiation to penetrate to the badge until the base surge either 

retires downwind or lifts above the array, depending on the location of 

the badge. The remainder of the total dose registered by the film badge 

may be attributed to gamma radiation from fission products deposited on 

the exterior of the vessel. This 11 cleposi t radiation" operates on the 

film badge from the time the fission Products begin to be deposited in 

the vicinity of the film badge unti~ the badge is removed from the area, 

the intensity of radiation from a given amount of material decaying with 

time according to a known law. The dose from the surge and the dose 

from the deposit combine to form the total dose on the film badge. The 

total dose as ~ecorded by the darkening of the filo cannot be broken up 

into the two constituent doses. The de:::iosi t dose, however can be obtained 

independently of the film badge data by measuring the intensity of radia

tion at soce time after contamination by ~eans of a Geiger Counter or 

similar device. The deposit dose is obtained by integrating the area 

under a decay curve ~assed through the ~easured value, the limits being 

the time of deposit and the time the film badge was removed (or infinity, 

if the latter time is not known). 
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22. Data on the deposit dose, obtained in the above manner, is contained 

in Document 3, obtained from A:FS:\"P files. DoCUI:lent :a contains the calcu-

lated deposit dose for certain target ships based on average topside Geiger 

readings taken free 2 to 29 days after Baker day. The details 9f assump-

tions made in the calculation are not available. Casual study of the data 

indicates some questionable values. For a first approximation of the 

distribution of de~osit dose throughout the array, the data is accepted 

at fece value for the time being. T~e resulting contours, however, should 

be accepted on a qualitative basis only. Figure 9 is a plot on an accurate 

Test Baker array of the data in Document B. Contours of intensity in 

roentgens are added. The double-penk or saddle-shaped distribution of 

radiation dose is again apparent. It is more strongly defined than in 

the total dose contours in Figure 8. The lover maximum in the upwind 

direction is esnecially vell defined since a value is given for GASCOlaDE. 

hoving upvind from the center of the arre_y, the values of ·de'f):)Si t dose 

calculated nre: 

GaSCOlrADE 1050 R 

BRISCOE 1600 R 

CATE.Cm 2200 'C 

BP..ACKEN 585 3. 

:'!1ar-= is obvi 0usly a well defix:ea. pec.k in the neighbcrhood of CATRO:i. 

Th1· s ·1- • +- 1 f ..,, peeJ~ is not cs ~iro y ixed in tigure 8 becnuse of the lack of total 

do:;.; information on G.ASCOUADE. The contours of deposit dose in Figure 9 

alzo shows a tendency to move toward the west side of the array, esnecially 

in the downwind se!'lse. The eccr;ntrici ty is L·:• ·' "\')renounced that that 

appc.re:r..t in the totnl dose d.ntc (Fie.;".lrtJ 8). 
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23. Detailed observation of the de~osit dose data in ?ig~re 9 reveals 

several iJ:l!lOrtant facts. The denosit dose on ~37.:Cr. is 1960 roentgens as 

op-posed to an alleged total dose of 1600 roentgens as indicated on Figure 

7. The opinion stated in pe.ragraryh 16 to the effect that the total dose 

reading was in gross error is thus justified. In like manner, the deposit 

dose on '.a1son is entirely in keening with its location between TRIP?::S and 

STACK. T'ne total dose showr. in Figure 7 is very nrobably in error. ~70 

deposit dose data is available on P.ALPH T.A13CT. Cne point of interest is 

the extremely low deposit dose readings on I:1I::::?E:::>E!iCZ, PE1iSACOLA and 

Sr.ATE. :hese values will be scrutinized closely. 

24. Before proceeding to an independent analysis of gamma radiation with 

the object of obtaining more accurate values th?n those contained in Docu-

ments A and B, it is worth-while to plot the ~istribution of surge radia-

tion over the array. This is accom~lished by Plotting the difference 

between total dose and deposit ~-ose on the shins where these values are 

available. Values for l~VAD.A, WILSC:r nnd D.n.:;sc::, which are suspect, are 

omitted. The results are shown in Figure 10. Contours of surge radia-

tion intensity have been added. Since these c~rves are based on the highly 

doubtful practice of comparing two sets of unrefined data, they cannot be 

cor.side~ed as re~resenting more than a rough aualitative apnroximation of 

the effect of radiation from the base surge, :-evertheless, Figure 10 

substantiates the results of the photosrar~ic analysis of the base surge 
• 

movement to a remarY.able degree. The co~tcurs, rougtly paralleling the 

envelope of the base s~rge, fit the admittedly few noints availabl~ very 

satisfactorily. The axis of sy:nnetry of tl:e ::;c::t::::urs correnncnds to the 

wind direction asstl.llled for the nurgc ( 15C 0 t::::.:.:.:). Section C-C nasscd 

t!i.roush the •·1ind :n:is rev<;aln tr.c si;_P-le "'"c,kcd :li:;tributi0n of radiation 
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•:1hich z;ii,:;bt be ex;')ected. The peak is 31: :::htly u1Y:ind of the center of t~e 

array. ~his characteristic can be rationalized as the natural result of 

the retireoent of the base sure;e over t!':e upwinc1. side of the array at an 

earlier tii::e than over the downwincl. sector. The C.ecay of rar.iation is 

e::rnonential and so rapid that the time after detonation at which radiation 

is first received is more import<nt thrul the tiz::e S?ent in. the redio;:ictive 

area. This fact also accounts for the shnrD rise of the r~diation dose 

to the maximum. 

25. Certain provisional ~ualitative conclusions can be derived from the 

foregoing analysis of the data in Documents A and ~: 

(a) The distribution of radioactivity over the Test Baker array was 

not a sir-£le-peaked surface with a l!k"IXicum ~.t the ·)oint of detonation. 

The surfrce of distribution was sad "le-shaped with the principal maximum 

downwind in the neighborhood of :BBIJIZ. A secondary ma..'timum occurs upwind 

in the neighborhood of BRISCOE. 

(b) The double-peaked shape of the surface of distribution of total 

radiation dose is apparently due so::el:· to the C.ose received. from the 

fission products deposited U?On the target array. The douole-peaked 

character of the distribution of de11osit dose was strongly indicated by 

I!leasurei::ents of contamination follo"•ing t!':e test. 

(c) The distribution of total r.ose is :iot symmetric \·.'ith the en

velope of the base surge. This indicates that, as~urning the base sur~e 

envelope to be correct, the total Cl.ose dd r.ot result P.ntirely fron thP. 

b?.se surge as stated in naragranh 2. The t:ccentrici t~> of total dose 

distribution is toward the west side of ::h1J array. Studies of :Joc1.u:;'.:nt 3 

indicn.te thc;t the r:ccentricity of totnl <iost.; C..i:;tributicn was due ~oldy 
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to the infl".lence oi the deposit of fissic!"'. :-tc:.terials on the targets. 

A.gain, the tentative conclusion is that tr.e ciecha:iism by '"hich the fission 

products were deposited unon the target array can~ot oe explained solely 

by the movement of the base surge. 

( d) The residual radiation dose, wh:ch when ad<'led to the deposit 

dose equals the total radiation dose, was apnarently due to radiation 

emanating from the base surge. The distribution oi residual or base surge 

radiation was a single-peaked surface with the maximum roughly at the 

center of the array. The orientation of the base surge radiation distribu-

tion apparently substantiates the studies on the motion of the base surge. 

26. Following qualitative estimates of the nistribution of gamma ra.dia-

tion dosage after Test Baker, it remained to recalculate the data so as to 

obtain the best ~uantitative estimate of g~ radiation distribution con-

sistent with the accuracy of the basic readings. This step was necessary 

because the calculations made nreviously showed grave inconsistencies and 

uncertainties. It was decided to investigate first the distribution of 

deposit doses as calculated from Geiger Ccunter readings made subsequent 

to '.lest .Baker. 

27. The basic assumption made in de~er:::ining the deposit dose was that 

the radiation from d.epcsi ted fission "1rcducts dil:lir..ished '"'i th time accord-

ir.g to a decay law of T-1.3 

d1 is the radiatio~ intensity 

Tha. t i ~ , :! 1 

d2 
at time,t1, 

/ ' 
t2 \ = i--· 

\ t1 .I 

1.3 wh~re 

after d~~osit and d2 is the radiation int~csity at time, tz. Fig'..U-e 11 

shows a curve AB which corresncnds to tr.e 1.3 decay law. OrC.ir.ates are 

radiaticr. ir.t01'2si tics in ro,;::.tc·ens .J·:::r d.&y H!:ile abs::issae ure time 



(zero tice is fission). Let t 1 be tte tice at w~ich deposit occurs. For 

FUI"?Oses of this study, time of depo~it, t1 1 is considered identical wit~ 

tice of contact as listed in Figure 1, rather tban time of engulfment or 

some arbitrary time subsequent to ene;ulf~ent. This assuo~tion is based 

on photographic evidence that the face of the base surge formed an acute 

angle with the surface of the water so as to overhang by several hundred 

·yards the extent of the base surge at the surface. It appears that r&in-

out of fission products on the target vessels began prior to engulfment. 

The fact that several target vessels received considerable topside denosit 

although never actually engulfed by the surge (for instance, C • .\...~~T. 

LCT 1013, LCT 1078) gives strong su~nort to this assumption. 

28. Geiger readings obtained subsequent to Baker Day on the target 

vessels represent values of gamma radiation intensity d2 at a time tz · 

subsequent to time of deposit, t1. Given values of dz, t2 and t1 it is 

possible to calculate the integrated dose received from t 1 to infinity. 

This is the deposit dose and corres;o~ds to the area under .....:2 (Figure 11) 

frcm t 1 on to infinity. If d2 is the average topside reading on the 

target vessel, the integrated dose D can be considered as the average 

deposit dose experienced by the vessel. The eXTJression for D is derived 

as follows: 

( 1) 1.3 \·:here d~ is the average to-cside 
G • 

Gei5er reading at time t 2 . 

, .... .._. 

(2) r . 
l, = i d dt 

-"t 1 
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froo ( 1), 

+-,_ 

Substituting ford in (2), 

"· 
.: I ~ 

= 
f- I .; 

Integrating, 

a .. t •·3 i 
~ "Z- \ ('· 

.3 

__ !__. ( 
"t. o. l_: 

( 3) d.._ + •. '1, 

d2 Geiger reading at tz in \t.. - = 
f..,: -- L- I 

I I 

\ I 

C.·. t:.. ' roentgens I day 

t
2 

and t
1 

= ti~e in days sub-

sequent to fission. 

For nur.:ioses of ti'.is study, the above expression is modified as follo•.rs: 

( 4) J "1""' .;; ' c .. : where d2 is in R/day, t 2 _is r . - ... f ,. , .. ' 

- ---- ---, r, .__ t... \ •')B 
/ 

days and t1 is in sec cads. 

29. The ~rinci~al sources of d2 and t 2 values for the above expression 

were (a) the Interim Baker Decontaminaticn ~~ncrt comniled by the 3ureau 

in 

of Ships Group, (b) Table 1 of Ap~endix VII to the B2 report from 013E to 

013 dated 25 Septecber 1946, and (c) detailed daily re~brts of Geiger 

readings available in Bureau of Ships files. An effort was made to obtain 

as cany tonafide r~:dings as nossible. For each reading a ~eposit dose 

ir. r8cr:.t~e.r.s, ass1i:::i:-• .:; that the narticular reading had b"oen arrived '!t 

3.lor..~- t'.:c 1.3 d.r~c~:r di.:.rvc, was cnlculat~d ;;.~1::.2". ·~xnres:i:;:: (4). 'i'he r::ost 
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pr~bable value of jeposit dose was esti~ated froc an assesscer.t of the 

various deposit doses predicted by the readings. The estimate was not 

generally an average of the various predicted de~osit doses. Beadings 

w~ich were sup~orted by several sources and which apryeared to reliably 

represent the original deposit were weighted. The principal factor 

affecting the reliability of the Geiger readings was the decontamination 

procedure used after Test Baker. Decontamination evidently bad a much 

higher priority than attempts to gather technical data on contamination. 

As a result, many targets were washed do'Wll before any readings were taken. 

Decontamination had a highly variable effect on deposit readings, ranging 

from practically nil (SKATE) to more than a factor of 2 (k'UGFORD). Con-

sequently, readings obtained before decontamination were more reliable 

than later readings. Other factors which affected reliability of readings 

were the extent of readings over the topside, the manner in which "hot 

spcts 11 were averaged in the overall reading, and the condition of the 

decks as to rust, sand, etc. Due weight was given to all limitations on 

the data in arriving at the most probable deposit dose. In order to 

q1;.G.lify the dose thus selected as to the reliability of the data from 

which it was derived, an 11 accura~y evaluation" has been assigned each 

result. These evaluations range from A to 3 and are defined as follows: 

A within + 1 o;; 

within + 2s:, 

c within :t ::;oc; 

D l7o statistical significance (single points 

or widely spaced points) 

suspected data 

It is icnortant tc '10t~ that all dose~ recorded by ~eiger Counter measure-

ments <'-re of t:~i:ir.::i r;idiation only. :c~t"'- !JC:trticles ':'ere not ~easured • 
. ,,.. 
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~he results of the.denosit dose c~lculations are sho~n in !igu~e 12 

(A to F). This tabulation is self-e:x:plar.atory. The results of the two 

right hand columns of Figure 12 are plotted on an accurate Test Baker 

array in Figure 13. The area swept by the base surge is indicated by a 

dashed line. Contours of deposit dose based on the values plotted in 

Figure 13 have been represented in Figure 14 so as to avoid over-complica-

tion of Figure 13. Several im~ortant characteristics of the distribution 

of deposit dose are apparent at once from casual study of Figure 14. Host 

prominent is the fact that at least four maxima are evident. The quali-

tative study represented in Figure 9 indicated only two peaks. That a 

hollow or saddle exists in the center of the array is still apnarent, 

however. This is, perhaps, the most important characteristic of the 

deposit dose distribution. A third characteristic cf the contours of 

Figure 14 is that an orientation.of the deposit distribution toward the 

westel"I! side of the array is no longer in evidence and has been replaced, 

apparer:.tly, by an orientation to the eastward downwind. There are, how-

ever, certain limitations on the data which must be analyzed in order to 

arrive at a true picture of the distribution of the deposit dose. 

31. The data represented in Figures 12 to 14 constitutes the best 

quantitative estimate which can be r.iade with the data obtained at 3ikir..i 

as to ~he actual deposit dose experienced by the Test 3aker target array. 

All kncwn data on this problem was u3ed in the calculatior.s of 7'i.?;'.lre 12. 

The acc~racy of the result is indicated by the evaluations assigned e~ch 

value. Of 47 vessels receiving a denosit dcse of 25 roentgens or =-ore, 

28 were assigned an accuracy evaluation 3 (±_ 25%), 10 were assigr:ed an 

accuracy eval'..18.tion A (± 10%) and the re~ainder (nine vessels) received 
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an evaluation oi C or D and can be considered statistically indetermill2.te. 

:~o suspected values (evaluation E) resulted. In addition, the contours 

of Figure 14 are weighted toward the A and B evaluated points. Conse-

quently, the contours of Figure 14 represent the actual distribution of 

deposit dose after Test Baker to within a few percent. 

33. The actual deposit dose experienced by the target vessels after 

Test Baker is not of primary interest in this study. What is required 

is the ~istribution of deposited fission nroducts over the area affected 

by the detonation. If the adsorption characteristics of the target ship 

surfaces were in all cases identical, the distribution of deposited 

fission products would be identical with the distribution of actual 

deposits experienced by the target vessels. It is well-known to person-

nel who inspected the targets after Test Baker that the condition of 

exposed surfaces varied greatly throughout the array. Conse~uently, the 

contours of Figure 14 include a distortion resulting from variations in 

the ability of target ship surfaces to collect and hold the fission 

products. It does not appear ~ossible to correct for· this distortion 

on each vessel in the array due to lack of data on the exact condition 

of each target, and, more important, because of lack of concrete informa-

tion as to the adsorption characteristics of various surface conditions. 

?.2cent detail monitoring of CRIT~TDZ:~ at San Frar.cisco r:aval Shi!=rard 

nas revealed important information on this subject which enables a 

reo.sor.a1::le correctior. to be :nade. The following is ouoted from the re1)ort 

on Proje=t 41-47 of 29 Se~tember 1947 concerr.ing experimental monitoring 

cf CRIT':Z:.::l:W: 

(a) Contamination ccllected in low spots and places •·•hero drainage 

was bad. 
'1n 
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(b) ~usty areas retained aore cor.tar:i~tion t=:a~ naint~d areas. 

33. Careful study of the detailed monitoring of CP.!'r~3j:IDZl1 indicates 

that variations of contamination over various surfaces was only signifi-

cant in way of rusty, poorly drained surfaces. Readings in such loca-

tions were higher by a factor of abo~t three. Therefore, as a first 

approximation, the variation of adsorption characteristics among target 

ships can be discounted except for vessels whose external surfaces were 

rusty and poorly drained. Bureau of Ships inspections indicate that one 

target type, the LST, belonged in this category. LST 661 was es~ecially 

rusty. Further, LST decks are !JOOrly drained. It is considered, there-

fore that the maxima shown on Figure 14 in way of LST 52 and LST 661 is 

entirely dne to increased adsorption of fission products by the deck 

surfaces. If the deposit dose assigned LST 52 ( 6COC R) is compared wt th 

CRITTElIDEi~ ( 2750 R) and PR!UZ EUGEU ( 1750 R) on the o:roosi te side of the 

array the equivalent deposit dose for LST 52 would ap~ear to be'about 

2500 R. Similarly, the equivalent dose on LST 661 should ap~roximate 

l11JGFORD (1500 R) and tr.at on LST 220 should equal CO!;~lGHAl-i (lOO). It 

will be noted that these reductions are by a factor of 2.&-3 which is 

in good agreement with the ex:nerimental evidence. Figi.ire 15 shows con-

tours ?f deposit dose resulting when deposit doses en the LST's are 

aroitrarily reduced to the amounts icdic~ted ir. brac~ets. 

34. Several vessels other than LST's had exterior s~rface conditions 

sufficiently at variance with t~c majority of targets to make the fis-

sion product deposit represented by th.;ir C.c...,osi t doses oper. tc q_uestion. 

For instance, it has been establizh~d t:t:at ~crous materials collocted 
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conta=inaticn core efficiently than non-porous materials. The concrete 

d.rydock, ;.RDC-13, being more porous than steel vessels, probabl~ received 

a greater deposit dose than would have been received by a steel vessel 

at the same location. However, since the 3250 roentgen dose received by 

ARDC-13 has an accuracy evaluation of D, it is idle to attempt a reduc

tion because of porosity, es~ecially since the effects of ~orosity r.ave 

not been evaluated quantitatively. Similarly, the value recorded on 

INDEPENDENCE has also been left unchanged, although it probably is soce

what high due to the poor drainage characteristics of the unper surfaces 

resulting from severe Test Able damage. The probable variation in 

deposit dose recorded on the above vessels is judged to lie within the 

range sJ)ecified by the assigned acc~1racy evaluations. 

35. It remains to investigate the reasons behind the configurations 

shown by the curves in Figure 15. There apnear to be two major and one 

minor ~xima established by the contours. All three peaks occur over 

a radial range of 500 to 1000 yards, centered approximately on the 

lCOO yard circle. After considerable study and the investigation an~ 

rejection of several unsuitable hyriotheses, it was deteI'Clined tbat the 

peaks cviac:;ced on Figure 15 coincide spatially with the location of the 

early fallout froc the cushroom head as shown by ,hotographs. It was 

also established that the height of the peaks agreed gene!"ally wi tl:: the 

t..i~e of the fallout. That is, the fallout in the vicinity of E?.UIZ -

PEl\S.a.CO~ was earlier than that in the vicinity of '.;-.ASCC:t;.DE, etc. 

Figure 16 through 19 depict the -principal data which can be obtained 

froo ~hotographs. The earliest fallout from the mushrocm is ~ot 07er 

BRULZ - PElJSA.COLI., the "hottest" vessels in the array. Figi.ire 17 
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dcf:~i tel;,· establishes t!"..'.lt the eHrl iest fr..llc•.it fell into t!:e southern 

sector of the array between ?3I:T?S'i.'"LVJ..lTIA end SK.A.T~. This area should 

be the sector showing the greatest deposit dose in the array, if the 

:-.y-pothesis is true. Unfortunately, no vessels were locBted in this 

sector and thus the ~othcsis loses a certain runount of substantiation. 

The remaining fallouts provide a good measure of information. The 

western deposit occurs first and extends froc PZl,SACOLA to YOG 83. Al.though 

contact with the surface is hidden by the base surge, the time of 

contact ca:i. be esti~ated roughly as e~out one minute after burst. The 

fallout over GASCONADE falls shortl~ thereafter. It is important to note 

that at times approximately one minute after burst, a time difference 

of ten seconds in the two times of fallout is eouiva.lent to a 20-25% re-

duction in radiation intensity according to the T-1 •3 law. For contribu-

ti on to deposit dose, ho'•'ever, the time difference has the one effect 

of changing the time of deposit, t 1 , since the deposited and unde~osited 

nrcducts are aging at the same rate. This time delay is too short to 

account f'J.lly for the difference in denosit dose in the two fallout areas. 

Appa~ently, the earlier fallouts contain a greater amount of fission 

products then somewhat later fallouts. 

36. A ~econd rough substantiation of the argument that the fallout from 

the oushroom ~cad contributed a considernble proportion of the cont2.l!lina-

tion deposited upon the target vessels can be had by observing in which 

zectors t~ere was a conspicuous abse::co 8f fallout or very much delayed 

fo.llcut. The most prominent "hole" in the f<!llout ring as observed by 

study of !Jl::otoi:~ro.-phs is the vicinity of :~AGATO and SALT LUCE CITY (See 

Fi;:ures 17 ::nc1. 18). ;. :.econdary "r.ol:::'' i:: the vicinity of S?:il.'iS is 

noti..:d ir: :?i;:urc: 15. 3oth the-: su arr.~as s:-.s··: raod~ro tc donosi t dos.cs coi::~arcd 

• 
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37. 3ased on the ~IJ)Othesis t!'.at de:;:·osi t doses ,,:ere e:;reatl:t erJuin::ed 

in way of t~e fallout 0 ring" from the mushroom head, the .:1.istri butio:r:. 

of deposit dose over the target array can be Visualized in three dimen

sions as ~.aving a shape comuarable to a volcanic mountain containing a 

crater in the center. The fallout ring produces the rim or •.,rall of the 

crater. This rim is not smooth but consists of several neC>ks and valleys 

around its perimeter corresponding to the unequal times and amounts of 

fallout. The center of the crater and rim is not the center of the array. 

Downwind, in the neighborhood of ~ULZ, YOG 83, MAY?.AliT and NEV.ADA, the 

mean distance from the center of the array is about 1000 yards. Upwind 

in way of GASCOlIADE, the mean distance to the center is but 600 yards. 

PENSACOLA, crosswind, is about 800 ya~~s fro~ burst. The fallout ring 

is thus about 1600 yards mean diameter, disnlaced downwind from LSH 60 

about 200 yards. Since the mean time of fallout is estil!la.ted to be about 

one minute, the veloci t;r of movement dowr.•·1ind of the mushroom must be 

about 200 yards ~er minute or 10 feet ,er second. This corres~onds to 

a speed of six knots or surface wind speed. 7his motion of the mushroom 

is substantiated by studies of photogre>.")hic evidence. 

38. !igure 20 sho•::s the rim circle or mean circle of the fallout frol!l 

the mushroom in elevation and in enanded for::i, that is, broken at 0° tr.ie 

and le.id out flat to demonstrate the contoc:r af the crater rin. Cr::inat.::s 

are deposit dose values while abscissao arc true com~ass bearings from 

the array center. Locations of target vessels on or near the rio circle 

are indicated. Portions of tl:e "'.)refile 'Y!~ich are fairly well fixed by 

sDocific target shi~ dosos are rcnr8sGr.ted :y a solid line. In ccrt~in 

sectors of the circl~. data on the 3~~~e of t~~ contour is inco~~l~tc 
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~ec~usa of gu~s in the spacir.g of the target array. T~ese sections are 

indicated by a dotted line. In addition urobable nrofiles in t~e uncertain . . 
sectors, as indicated by studies of the fallout pattern, are represented by 

a dashed line. Figure 20 shows probable profiles in two· sectors. The ueak 

re~resented by the earliest fallout, which did not contact any targets, is 

shown between 180° true and 220° true. The lll8Ximum value has been esti-

mated at 8000 roentgens from comparison with laiown values of ?EUSACOLA. 

and BRULE. A probable minimum deposit in way of NA.GATO, which was not 

measured, is shown at 30° to 40° true. This valley is estimated at 1000 

roentgens by obeervations of the "hole 11 in the fallout ring from photo-

graphic evidence and a low value of deuosit on LCT 818. 

39. The shape of the fallout ring ~refile shown in Figure 20 demonstrates 

the irrego.ll.ar nature of the deposit from the fallout. For design }')U.l"Poses, 

an average expectancy or mean value of deposit dose in way of the fallout 

is necessary. This mean deposit dose, which gives an area equal to the 

area uncer the profile in Figure 20, is 3924 roentgens. A horizontal 

line representing this dose is shown on ?i~re 20. For design pur:ooses, 

4000 roentgens is a convenient value for the average excected denosit 

dose to be exnerienced by a vessel stationary on the rim circle or mean 

locatior. of the fallout ring. This would be the maximum deposit to be 

eA-pected ~dcr design conditions. 

40. An approximate measure of the denosit dose of the center of the 

array can be calculated from a Geiger reading obtainud by aircraft at 

burst plus one hour. The intensity of radiation near the water s11rfacc 

at the center of tho array was 400 ro.:::nt<':'.';l".S ~er 24 hours at thi3 tioc. 

Assi.ming that th~ donosit occurred on0 second aft~r burst (it ~as nrob~bly 
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later ".ri:en t!:e surface subsided) tte integrated de"'.)osit dose from e~res

sion (4) is 650 roentgens. This indic~tes the de"Oth of the "crater" in 

the center of the deposit dose distribution. Tlie deposit dose of the 

center of the array is shown as a horizontal line on FiF;Ure 20. 

41. In suz::mary, Figure 14 represents the best ~ua.ntitative data availaJle 

to the Bureau of Ships on the actual distribution of deposit nose on Test 

3aker target ships. Figure 15 represents the best quantitative data avail

able to the Bureau of Ships on the distribution of deposit over the array 

after certain elementary corrections b.re made for the variations in ability 

of target ship surfaces to absorb fission products. Studies of ~hotographic 

records indicate that the maxima in Figure 15 corresnond with early fall

out from the mushroom head. It is hypothesized tr.at these maxima are 

indeed the result of contamination from the fallout and that, ideally, 

the contamination would be in the form of a ring of high de11osi t values. 

Actually, the deposit V?.luas in the ring are highly veriable and form an 

annul~r series of ~axima and minima. Considerable accurate analysis by 

persons skilled in nhotogrammetry is necessary to explore this hypothesis 

and to detercine the space, time and rate of fallout factors which control 

the denosit dose received. 

42. Analysis of the total dose of gamoa radiation exnerienced by the 

target si:ips is based on the film badge data recorded in Docuoent A. The 

principal data froc Document A is reproduced in Figure 21 (A to K). This 

represents the best and most com~let~ information obt~inable from ttc 

files of ... ,.::s;;p. All moasurcocnts arc of gaml:'.a dosage only, '·thich is 

consist~nt with th~ dcnosit dose calculation nrevioacly made. iicarly all 
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:-eadings are of shielded badges; t.hat ~s. bed6es loci.'ted. ~·rithin the tar~·et 

so as to be protected to a greater or lesser extent by structure and equi~-

ment. The influence of the shielding on the badge reading is not under-

stood quantitatively as yet. It apnarently is cany tioes the shielding 

effect which might be expected froo consideration of the plating thicknesses 

interposed between the badge and the exterior of the vessel. The nroblew 

of determining the effective shielding of ships' structure will be the 

subject of a separate study. 

43. Sixteen film badges on thirteen targets were located tonside in 

presumably unshielded locations. Paragraphs 13, 14, and 15 state the 

reasons why the reliability of these badge readings is open to question. 

Conse~uently, the actual total dose experienced by each target vessel 

must be estimated largely from comparison with other targets having badges 

in similar locations. Certain targets whose total dose is considered 

to b e well established will be used as key targets or "bench marks" from 

which to measure the total dose received by neighboring vessels or vessels 

of similar type. Deposit doses recorded in Figure 12 will enable a mini-

mum value of total dose to be established in nearly all cases. As was 

the policy in estimating deposit dose, an accuracy evaluation identical 

to that established in paragraph 29 will be placed on each estimated 

total dose to indicate the reliability of the estimate. All estimates 

will be of unshielded total dose exoerienced by the targets. It sh~uld 

be noted that film badges were taken off the targets during a period of 

weeks following the test. Deposit d.oses were calculated to infinity as 

regards time. In this study the fil~ ba~ge results will be taken as the 

total dose to infinity in regard to time since the 11 t::>..il" of the curve 
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~=· ra.ci.i.:-.ti:i11 fro:: the deposit beyond several days does not contribute 

appreciably to the total dose . 

.;4. It is essential to a. comparison analysis of the total dose that cer

tain datum vessels exist, for which the required values of the total dose 

are known with reasonable certainty. Otherwise there would be little 

quantitative significance to the film badge results. The actual film badge 

readings are highly relative because of undetermined shielding effects and 

certain ~roblems of converting the bRdge densities to roentgen readings. 

Fortunately, several target vessels can be used as datum vessels for the 

rest of the array. In general, these vessels are remote from the center 

of the array and downwind. Because of the early lifting of the base surge, 

these vessels never actually disapneared into the surge but were merely 

rained upon from above. Conse~uently, the deposit dose and total dose 

should be nearly identical. The following targets were investigated first 

to establish accurate total dose values, if possible: 

(a) LST 545. 

This shin was the outermost downwind LST (see Figure 13). 

It ~ever disappeared from view of towers on 3ikini and Ameen as the base 

s:irge passed over it. The estimated denosit dose Wi'IS 150 roentgens 

(Figure 12-D). An unshielded badge on the starboard lookout recorded 

1~5 ro~~tge~s tot~l ~ose. This is an excellent check ~nd the estimnted 

tot:ll dose was set at 150 roentgens, nccur<'cy ev::1luntion .A. 

(b) COlJT.:iGH&J. (DD 371) 

This vessel was the outermost vessel in the north-west 

destroyer c!1ain. It never disn:pneared from view as the base surge nnssed 

o•:or it. Consoqucr.tl7, th0 tot:i.l dose would be eX"f'CCt"d to agree 
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substactially with the estimated denosit dos~. ~h~ estinatcd da~osit 

dose was 100 roentgens (Figure 12-C). An unshielded bad.ge on :70. l, 5-inch 

gun mount registered 220 roentgens. This re8ding is considerably higher 

than might be eXpect~d. On the basis that deposit dose might be as high 

as 125 - 150 roentgens, a total dose of about 150 roentgens would be more 

in order. The highest shielded reading recorded was 105 roentgens in the 

pilot house. This ap~e~rs reasonable. iiowever, bec~use of the variations 

in badge readings on COlffi!GH.AM, the data docs not warrant using this 

vessel as a "key" target ship. 

{ c) LCT 1078 

This craft lay just outside the nath of the base surge in 

the north-eaot LCT chain. It was rained upon by the overhanging portion 

of the base surge. The estimt'.ted de:oosi t dose wns 100 ro0ntgcns (!'igure 

12-E). A bQdge in the nilot house registered 102 roentgens. The pilot 

house on an LCT is ne?.rl:,.· transp['.rent to gru!U'.ln rcdintion. In ad<ii tion 

to the deposit dose, LCT 1078 undoubtedly received some "surge rn.di;-tion" 

from the bnse surge which nnssed witI'-in 200 ynrds of the vessel. On this 

bnsis, n total dose, unshielded, of r.bout 125 roentgans apncf'..rs to be 

a rensonn~le figure. an accurecy evalUf'.tion of 3, comnarnble to that 

of the deposit dose esti~ntc, is justified. 

( d) LCT 705 

LCT 705, situated outside the nc>..th of the b.'.'..SC surge on 

the w.;st ·side of the arr<!y r:;cei ved n d.cposi t dose of 25 rocntg<ms from 

the overl°k"!nging portion of the b['_sc surge. The rn.diution froo the bnsc 

would !> ... t"TC been comp~.rc:.ble to th['..t experienced by LCT 1078. .A bGd.g.J 

loc,.,_ted in tl:.::: pilot l:o'-.lsc registered 40 rocr.t,:;cr.s. On tb:: b1:..sis of the 

si~c considcrntions n: (c), n totnl dose of 5G rountg~ns with ~cc~racy 
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(0) T3.IP?3 (JIX:03) 
huc;ss (JD410) 

These two destroyers were located in different sectors 

of the l'.rrny, TRIPPE in the nort.l'n·rest destro:,-er chc>.in and hlJGE~S on t:...e 

e<:st side of the nrr<--y. 3adge readings str0ngly indicate t~t these 

vessels sustained identicf1..1. total doses from Test Eaker. The Tirinci~~ 

supporting badge readings arc as follows: 

HUGE3S TRIPPE 

4900 4900 

BOS 1U1 S STORE 2600 2600 

lT o. l HAlIDLING ROOM 1800 1925 

mnrnIB3CTOR 4275 3900 

These figures indicate that a total dose of about 5000 roentgens 

would be reasonable for both vessels. Principal discrepancies in the 

data are: 

TCP.P3DO SF:....:i.CK 
HUGEES 
1750 

470 

TRIPPE 
5200 

1700 

The torpedo s:iack value on TRI?P3 is higher than the unshielded 

badge and is open to ~uestion. The discrepancy in doses in the ~as c~sk 

stowage in the stern may be explained by the floodir.g of the stern of 

h~u:3S. In view of the close agreement anong the fil~ badges supporting 

the esticate, a value of 5000 roentge::s is assU!!led, with an accur~c:; 

evaluation of B. 

45. The vessels investigated in ~aragraph 44 are the only targets for 

which a firm judgoent of total unshic;li-..:d. C::.o~e cnn bt: made at t!:.e sut:;ct 

cf the ctudy. Further estic.::.tes must be obtc.ir.ed by cor::nari::g '1<,ric-.::3 
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target ·:essels with adjacent shir;s or shins of sioilcir clRS3. ~ort"..!:18.tely • 

a large nuziber of the target ships were plciced in "chains" o! like vessels 

extending out from the center of the array like spokes of a wheel. These 

"chains" are ideally suited for comparative analysis of' total unshielded 

dose. Investigation of each chain had the follo 1·1ing results: 

(a) lTorthwest Destroyer Chain. 

Data on the northwest destroyer chain is t>lotted in Figure 22. 

Ordinates are dose in roentgens. Abscissae are distance in yards from 

center of burst. The location of the eight destroyers in the chain are 

indicated. Curves have been drawn through noints representing badges in 

substantially identical locations on each ship. The location of tte badge 

is indicated on the curv~. In andition, a curve of estimated deposit 

dose has been shoun. With the aid of these curves and the unshielded 

check point of 50CO roentgens ~reviously estimated for TRIPPE, a curve 

of estimated total doses has been drawr.. The unshielded total dose esti-

mates taken from this curve are as follo\o•s: 

ACCURACY 
.EV.ALU.A':! ON 

i·:.AYBKTT ( DD402) 8000 R c 

TRIP?E (DD403) 5000 R B 

\il1S0l! (DD408) 3800 R B 

S'iACZ (:;)D406) 3200 R B 

?.t:I ::D ( !)D404) 2700 R c 

ivlTG:'OIW ( DD389) 1750 R B 

·1iAnr.rn.r u.:..-ir ( DD419) 500 R B 

COlffi7GFAI.f ( DJ371) 125 R B 

An accuracy <;Valuation ~f B has bee:r. given the:se valu~s with the e;:cE:'Jtion 

r')f tHo cnso3. The doso:: estimated for :-:AY:':..-1.'."'i:' has been given a C '.;•.:.luation 
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beca~se of t~e difficulty in assessins the readi'-g c! film b~dges at verJ 

high levels of radiation (greater tr.an 8000 roentgens, roughly). The total 

dose on this vessel may be somewhat higher than estimated as a consequence. 

The RliI£iD estimate has a reduced accuracy evaluation because of the lack 

of sup~orting badge readings on this vessel. Study of the character of 

the curves in Figure 22 is most instructive. It '.·rill be noted that the 

curves for badge locations below the weather deck reflect the strong in-

fluence of t~e deposit dose characteristics. However, the downsweep of 

the deposit dose curve from TRIPPE to : .. .:i.YRb.liT hes disappeared or is greatly 

reduced by the effects of the "surge radiationJ' which, wi. thin about 1200 

yards becomes more intense than that emanating from the deposit. It ~-rill 

also be noted tbat the curve for the director, which is remote from the 

denosit-laden decks and more exposed to the surge radiatio~, follows the 

total dose curve very closely except at renges beyond 3000 yards where 

the surge radiation has become very small rue to the lifting of the base 

s~rge. In this region, the very remoteness of the director from the mass 

of deposited material causes its dose to fall off more rapidly than the 

average. 

(b) Western A?A Chain. 

Data on the western i2A cha.in is plotted in Figure 23. The 

dose-distance grid is identica! to t~t in Figure 22 and the targ~t shins 

involved are indicated at their pronor distance from the burst. AS in 

Figur~ 22, t!:e curve 0f estimated depcsi t dose is sho'ltm. Fr ";..:c;/' vessel 

exists in this chain to act as a check uoint. Conseauently, t!:,:; .::haracter-

istic~ of the curves de~ict-:;d in Fi.:c.""'.lre 22 fer t:r.e northwest destroyer 

c!:ai::i. are r<.::lied ;.mon to ir.dic::ite the nroner curvP, of estimated total 
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dose. ~sti~ated total doses ta.ken froo this curve on ?igure 23 ~~d 

rounded off in view of the accuracy involved are as follows: 

Fil.LON (.UlA81) 10,000 R 

BRULE (.i'.?A66) 9, 500 R 

DA:·1soN ( .. 1.PA?9) 6 '700 R 

CRITT~IDEN (iJ'A 77) 3,(Y'O R 

BARROW (A?A61) l, 500 R 

&.:.I.:ER ( • .:.2 • .\60) 700 R 

BUTTE (!2A68) 400 R 

C1JlT3..~T (12.~70) 130 R 

CORTI..n.:.~ (iJ'.Ii.75) 10 R 

.;..c C'jFJ-.C'..' 
EVALU.i-.TIOli 

c 

B 

B 

B 

:a 

D 

B 

B 

B 

Inasmuch as the film badge data and deposit dose data is estimated to be 

sufficiently accurate to give results within± 25~ of the correct values, 

an accuracy evaluation of B is giv.:m with two exce;itions. :Ho -topside 

unshielded or lightly shielded badge readings are available or. FA:..LOli. 

~once, the curve r.as been influenced ir. th:s region by the behavior of 

the destroyer curve in Figure 22. ?.owever, the drastic dO\·m-sween of 

the shielded curves denicted in Figure 23 indicate that the surge redia-

tion was less effective in this quadrant and hence, F.~:1011 1 s total dose 

cay be cor.siderably lower than estir:ated. A lcwer accuracy evaluation 

is oade to indicate this ~ossibility. Fairing of the denosit dose ~.:..rve 

indicated that the denosi t estimate for 3A:::3R was 1:1uch too high. 

Fisure 12-3 indic~.tes that the estin;ate of 1000 roent-::ens dcnosi t dose 

:nade for 3.:U::"E...":\ was r:::ade on the bas: s o: t'.'".ree geiger rP.~din,,;s, t\-rn sf 

which gave deno~it doses in t~c r.eighborhccd of 1000 rocct~en~. T~~ 



indicates that the third reading was =.ore renresentative of the actual 

deposit dose. The curve of deposit dose shown in Figure 23 is estimated 

to be quite reli2ble in this region because of the accuracy of the estimate 

ior .:aA....":t..'l1.0W ar.d BUTTE, ve.ssels adjacent to Wf.3P. in the chain. On the 

basis of these considerations and in order to.maintain a consistent rela

tion between deposit and total dose fer each vessel, the estimated deposit 

dose for .3Al~7::::R has been changed to 600 roentgens and the accuracy evalua

tion lowered to D. A total dose estimate of 700 roentgens is made and 

an accuracy evaluation of D placed upon the estimate in view of the con

flict with the original denosit estimate. The characteristics of the 

curves in Figure 23 reflect, in general, the same influences noted on 

the destroyer curves (Figure 22). Badge locations below the ~reather 

deck reflect the character of the deposit dose curve while the wheelhouse 

badges tend to approach the total dose curve in the close-in region where 

~urge radiation becomes of para.mount imr.ortance. In addition, the twin 

curves of badge locations in the s.r. Stores compartment, frame 20, give 

very interestir.g information on the t~eLs~arency of the sides of the 

vessel to gacma radiation. One set of badges was located on the T)Ort 

sides of the comnartment and the other on the starboard sides. Thus, 

in addition to a common dose received from radiations from overhead, 

each set of badges reflects a dose rcceivP.d through the adjacent shell 

plating. It will be noted in Figure 13 that this chain of APA 1 s were 

so si tua.ted tr.at the center of the burst was on the port side. Frcm 

t.he out.:rmost VP.ssel in toward the center, the port badge readings 

are cor.si~t~ntly ab~vc the starboard bad.ge readings, indicative of the 

=-adic. tier. rccei -:1,d fror:-. the face of t!"":- base surge as it an"'lroachcd the 

port sid'" of "'c::.c!". ·:c:.::,,,1. 3r;G~r.r:i:.,:.· ~.1.t ieGG yrird::: annroximn.t•;ly ar.d 
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progressi:i.; in tO\·.rard the ce!ltc:- of the ar:-ay tr~e Fort side doses bt!~in 

to increase abruptly, rapidly drawing awa;: from the starboard side badge 

readings. The T)Ort badge reading on :;;.:·sc:-r was 1880 roentgens while the 

starboe.rd badge reading was only 495 roer.tgens. This indicates that 

some other ef!ect has been ad·'ed to t!:e base surge radiation on the port 

side of the DAWSOH. Paragraph 35 demonstrPted that an early fallout fro~ 

the mushroom cloud fell on the port side of DA;·1sm; in the neighborhood of 

BRULZ. It was ~ostulated that this fallout was highly radioactive. The 

radiation from this fallout would account for the radically increased 

port badge reading on DAWSON. This r-.ypotr.esis is SU'P"!'orted by the 

character of the curves at closer ranges. At :a.~tJT.Z, the two curves have 

apIJroached again, indicating that the fallout fell all nrcund BlrT~ 

leaving only the radiation from the face of the base surge to have its 

selective effect on the port bad.ge. F ALLC!T was in'board of the BRTI'.i.3 

fallout so t~:at it fell on her starboard side. As a result thP. curve~ cross 

between BRTwrrE and FALLON, the starboard cadge then recording the higher 

reading. Apparently the radiation froo the l3RUI.3 fallout was mere in-

tense on FALLO~ than the radiation from the annroaching face of the 

surge. This deI:lonstr~-tes t.ha.t the :allcut over B?JJ".i..Z was very 11 hot 11 

and supports the h~othesis investigated in Faragra~h 35 and subs8quent 

paragraphs. 

(c) Southern i-.?A Chain 

Data concerning total dose distri ":uti'Jn alor.g the south~rn _:;:A 

cr.ain is plotted in Figure 24. 7he data is r~ther ~cag0r because only 

four ships had zignificant doses ar:.c r.c tc.:.d~<J rt.5n.dir:.6:; W•Jre av.::.ilablo 

r:,n one of tl:.; most iz:mort2r.t of tl:cse, '}_._::c:;.;.n~. Also, badr,os ·,rnr"3 
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o?:l;y· four shielded curves could be ~.-:•·n:. I'~e bad:-:;e rea.din&s in th.; 

wheelhouse were available on CATROU and 3..'=l..;.c;c:::~ only. Rowever, 3RI SCCE 

had a badge in the Dental Office on the U!'"9er deck at,!rame 105. This 

":ladge location would be roughly equivalent to the wheelhouse location. 

3.A2::..3R, in the western chain, had badges in both locations which 

~egistered substantially the same dose. Assuming that the locations-are 

~ooparable, the dose recorded in the Dental Office has been plotted on 

the wheelhouse curve for 3RISCOE. On the basis of the character of the 

shielded c~rves and the estimated deposit dose curve, a curve of estimated 

total dose has been drawn. Two unshielded badges on 3RISCOE have been 

used as check ~oints, the curve being passed midway between their values. 

The estimated total dose for each vessel, as taken from this curve are: 

ACCURACY 
E'.'l.LU.AT!~l~ 

G.n.SCON."1JE 9000 R r. 

B:?.ISCOE 7000 R ] 

C..:..TROl~ 3500 R :B 

:sp..;.cm:: 1500 R :B 

FILLl·iOP.3 10 R 3 

3k.D3:~ ~Ie5l igi ble 

G:=::.SV.h. " 
:~I~G.i....% Tl 

T~e entimated dose for G.~SCO~LJ)E is given a reduced accuracy evnluation 

becaune of the lack of film badge data on this vessel. The character 

cf the curvP.s in Fi~-ure 24 reflect the inf~uences noted on ~revious 

c!-;-ins. Tl-.e below-decks '.Jadges nhm·1 t~e strons influence of tho denos: t 

':!!1.ile the \·.r!"'.e·:lhouse curve tends to fcllo·.• t1'".e: t:; t;:~l dcne curve, 
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·shows the st_rong iilnuence ot the ~posit 8.nd gives a: fair. Check of the 
~ . .. _,.. - . . .. . -

deposi_~_ curve 1~ 'tliis region. The sharp .rise in ·the deposit. curve from 

LC! 818 to LCi ·ai6 ta due to· the falloui -over the latter shfp. ·riie · · . . ~- - ' 

, ·_I~CT .Ql6 depoei t dose is corroborated by· the dos_e. on LST 133. a.· close ·. ~. 

neighb9r · 1n ·the arrq •· · lJo badge. readings are available !"or· LCT 810. · 

As a consequence, the accuracy evaluation of the total dose r-or this 

vessel is reduced. The total dose estimates for the LCT chain. are as . 

!allows; .ACCURACY 
, EVALUA.TI~N' 

LCT 816 5200 R c 
• 

LCT.818 3000 R l3 

LCT 874 850 R l3 

LCT 1078 120 R l3 

LCT 1112 and 1113 10 R 
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the estimated. total "4086 curve... ~ end-points of th8 t'c)tai -'aC;se curve· 
._. ---- . '- ' 

are fixed. 1>1' tinahie:ide~' badge readings on the look-out platf 01"!'1_ on 

LST 52 and LST 545. This location. is sufficientl;r re~ote. from- th& Ii?-StJ:-: -
.. 

The ex:istence ot the uns.hieided. 
~ . ;.._.-. 

·-

c~eck-points makes the quantitative accuracy of the total dose fairl7 

' 
high and also offers a good check on the reasonableness of the adjusted , 

deposit assumptions. istiina.t'd total doses for the LS~ chain are as 

follovs: 
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A.C C"' .... 13ACY 
37.ALU.ATIO:T 

LST 52 4000 R ::s 

LST 661 1750 R B 

LST 220 275 R 3 

LST 545 150 R A 

46. Determination of total dose on vessels not lying in a chain of 

similar vessels requires individual study and comparison. This is most 

easily accocplished on vessels where estimates have already been made 

for sister or similar ships in chains. Destroyers not lying in cha.ins 

are h1JGIBS, k'USTIU, and RALPH TAL:Bm. The total dose on HU~!-35 has 

already been established at 5000 roentgens (paragraph 44). MUSTUi !'..ad 

an unshielded badge .which registered 2000 roentgens. To test this 

value, comparison is made with badge readings on EUGFORD, for which a 

total dose of 1750 roentgens (B evaluation) has been made. 

Compartment MUSTIN MUGFORD 

Inside Ho. 1 Mount 1600 1750 

No. 1 F...andling room 235 190 

:Bosn 1 s Stores 1600 420 

1~ 0. l Magazine 79 36 

Deposit esti!!late 1000 1500 

The l.·JJG~·o_'U) reading inside :To. 1 mount is '!)robably in error since 1.
• .... ; ("" 

v ~ ... 

identical with the total dose estimate. Cn the ·oasis of other c:ensid<:z-a-

tions a total dose for MUS~IN of 2000 rocnt€ens a~~ears to be quit~ 

reasonablo. An accuracy evaluation of E is oade. 3~dg8 ruadings CL 

RALPH T.AI.30':' a'!'~'e:ar to b(; ::;lightly hi,ghc-r than t~ose on ;:;-US'i'E;" in a 

v8ry consist•..;r.t r::anner that warrants a total dcsc 1;::.ti.t:<ctc: of 225L-
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4?. Ho badge readings exist for LST 133 but inasouch as this craft \·!as 

very close to LCT 816 and the two vessels sustained the identical deposit 

dose, an estimate of total dose of 5000 roentgens, accuracy evaluation C, 

is made, agreeing with that for LCT 816. Comparison of other landing 

craft with craft as similar construction and location resulted in the 

following estimates: 

LCT 1013 250 R 

LCT 1115 Negligible 

LCT 332 750 R 

LC! 327 350 R 

LCI 329 10 R 

LCI 549 Negligible 

ACCUP-~CY 

EVALUATION 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

48. Battleshi~s. Badge readings on the three surviving battleships 

are very misleading unless analyzed carefully. This stems from the fact 

tl"'.at ba~e locations on F::S~rnYLVANI.A were generally high in the vessel 

and rccei ved large doses. Six badges regtstered over 1000 roentgens. 

Badge locations on 18'\1.ADA, on the other hand, were generally deep within 

the ship and generally ~rotected by heavy armor. Doses recorded on 

:3V_:.JJ.a were thus low, the highest being 440 roentgens for a location on 

tr_e third deck. :First apnearances indicate that P~::-s:-iv_.J:I.;. sustained 

the highur total dose but close analysis indicates quite the reverse. 

T~.era are practically no comparable badge locations on the two vessels. 

Only one ro 1J.gt.J.y cocparable location was found. A badge in D-430-T on 

rcgi:>tt.:rt.:d tut 0.23 !"'1'..:nt<-;(.;r.s. Fortunn.tely, ~;z.: Y".:RY., the t'.-'_ird battl'-'-



and several in locations comparable to :s·.~.iC.A. lforeover, the total dose 

on liZ·:r YOF.R is an~arer.tly midway between the other two. ?u'liS"'...'LV~HA is 

used as the quantitative check point, the estimated total dose being 3500 

roentgens as deterr:iined by comparison '·"'i th close neighbors, particularly 

C.-.TROH. Based on a study of the data in ?igure 21-A, the follo\·ring total 

doses are estimated. AC CUP.ACY 
:3:V1'.LUaTIOU 

P:S::J:iSYLVANIA 3500 R B 

:sw YO:?:.K 4000 R B 

i.:3V..c\DA 4500 R B 

49. Cruisers. PEliSACOLA had two unshielded ba~es which registered 

6700 roentgens and 10,000 roentgens res~Jectively. Since the de"Oosit nose 

on this vessel was calculated to be 6700 and she was located so as to 

receive a large surge radiation dose, the latter value is probably more 

nearly correct. Ir: the absence of otber data, a value of 10,000 roentgens, 

accuracy evaluaticn 3, is estimated. Sr.LT LAKE CI:'Y also had two un-

shielded badges, registering 1600 c..r.d 2400 roentgens. These cadges, 

unfortur..P.tely, were located under the -;~rrct overha.r:gs and thus derived 

considerable shielding apparently. 7~is estimate is sc.~orted by high 

internal r:adi::p: Pilot =:cc.se 17CC; .. ir.dless P.oc!!l, 1400; Eoergency 

?..adio :aoc:::, 1500. ':'he ":'ilot house on =~~SACCk. !lad readl.ngs of or.ly 

about 30CO roentge~s. ~rter study of :~dge data in ?isure 21-C and com-

pariscn with &ei~hbcring targets, an es~i~ate of 3250 roentgens total 

:lose, accuracy e·TE.luaticn C, was r.iade !-er the Sr.:.':' L.Y.Z CI':'Y. 

50. Sub::<iZ:i~. !'t.<? data on s:r: ... T2 and P.-.?.CE::C: i:; difficult tc assl')ss 

q::a~titativcly. ':'~e bad~0 reading of SBCO, rccordbd in S7 •• :3's office~ 1 s 
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be t!lat in. E:i.e forward. escane trunk, 28CO roentge:-.s. Zlementary co~sidern

tions of the shielding involved make a total dose estimate of 5000 roentgens 

reasonable. The accuracy evaluation is judged to be D. The ?~..P.CHE readings 

are only about one-seventh of those on S!:A'IS. Eowever, FARCES had increased 

shielding from superstructure which SY.ATE had lost in Test .A3LE. Con

sideration of the data and the deposit doses received, !!lake an estimate 

of 2000 roentgens total dose apuear reasonable. The accuracy evaluation 

is ~-

51. lTo estimates were made on the following vessels beca11se of lack of 

data or ~oor opportunities for comparison: 

llIDE?ElmErC3 ( CVL22} 

PRI:rz EUG~1 ( IX300) 

YOG 32 

ABDC 13 

! t is propos.;)d to estimate these val;1es from contours based on the re

i:;ainder of the array. Figure 27 sum::;arizes t!1e total dose estimates. 

Figure 28 depicts contours of total dose based on the values in Figare 27. 

Eased on the contours of-Figure 28, values of total dose for the abov0 

ve::;sels are: 

I lillZPElIDE~~CE 

PR! :rz ZUG::::l.T 

YOG 83 

.A...'t1DC 13 

40CO R 

2800 R 

6CCO 3. 

4000 R 

52. A roush check upon tha general validity of ths contours of tot~l 

· nnd da~osit dose, and the ustinatcs which t~~y r,~r~s~nt, c~n b3 rndc 

by plotting tho cor.to 1.ir:; of ·:arr;c r:-ldia.t.ior;:.;. T!-.. , c,11rg•: r::·di<ctio~ rl~'"'~ 

c.:::i b...: obtain'-'d for r.c..ch ta.rG'-'t ::;hi. n by su"bt r'.1 ctir:c; th·..: c::: !:i':'.<.c '.:·A. <L ;;r,:::i t 



dose from the estimated total dose. If both dose estimates are consistent 

throughout the array, the contours dictated by the array of surge raciation 

values should exhibit certain characteristics. In general, the contours 

should be fair, with no inconsistent values and•the contours should be 

oriented so as to agree ~~th the orientation of the base surge. Contours 

of surge radiation derived by subtracting the denosit dose data of ~igure 

15 from the total dose data of Figure 28 is plotted in Fir;ure 29. It will 

be noted that the surge radiation contours are oriented with the wind 

direction. In general, individual values are consistent with the contours. 

Two er three exceptions are present. The surge radiations values for 

h.:,.Y~.:.:T and LCT 818 are considerably higher than might be eX!Jected. The 

a.mount of surge radiatior. on CRITTZIIDE:T and STb.CK, however, appear 10\-1. 

5o variation is greater than the estimated accuracy. These variations 

noint up the difficulty of deriving firm results from faulty or fragoer.tary 

data. lro arbitrary adjustments have been ca.de in the total dose or depcsi t 

dose data to bring the above vessels into alignment with the surge radia-

tion .:or.tears. 

53. The contours of surge radiation exl:ibit a simnle single peaked s~r-

fa~e af distribution ever the ar!"ay. 7he maximum is rcu~hly in the center 

cf ti:e ar!"ay and is estimated to be aboi.:.t 5500 roentgens. 'I'he denosit 

dos,; in tl::e C<?nter oi th 0 array ~!as estil!lated to be 650 roentgens ( nara-

gra:;:-~ 40). ~once, the total dose in the ~enter of the arrey would be 

abo..:.t 6000 roentgens, roughly. This indicates the de-pth of the hollm·r in 

the total dose distrit".lti::;n ir. th<? center of the a.rray. 

54. Fan::.r:;ra~h:: 2G tl-.rr·..:.ch 53 contain ti:.c i::ost com"""ll;:;te analysis of ti:~ 
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, - , ... of the lagoon bottom and surrounding islands, i~cluding the variations 
: - . ·- - - . 

. of Vind, wave-, tide. and water currents in!luenced by them~ and the 

• . ·temperatilre and humidi t7 Which en~ted at the time of the· Test l3aker - . .. ~ ~ . ' 
· b'Urat. 

' 
In other words, the factors dtrectl7 affecting the propagation 

• 
of the· gamma radiation hazard are considered to be identical With those 

affecting-the Test Baker burst. Factors influencing the distribution 

of the hazard over the area surrounding the burst are generalized in 

the following paragraphs. 
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56. ·:lind Velocity. The wind velocity (six knots) •.·•bch was present 

during Test Baker is not representative of the meen wind. velocity to be 

expected. il.s discussed in :oaragrauh 9, a design wind velocity of 15 knots 

•·:ill be assumed. Figure 6 describes the motion of the base surge at desig:i 

"!ind velocity. It will be necessary to alter t!:e contours of deposit, 

~urge and total dose distribution to account for the increased winC' velocity. 

57. De~osit Dose Distribution. The actual ~istribution of de~osit dose 

from ~est Baker is shown in Figure 15. As ~iscussed in ~aragrrnhs 37 to 

40 and as shown in Figure 20, the irregular series of denosit dose maxima 

are the result Clf early fallouts of radioactive "min" from the mushroom 

head. Ideally, this fallout should form a ring or circular maximum 

entirely around the center of the b~rst. The· average exnectancy or mean 

value of deposit dose in way of the faliout ring was determined in r..ara-

graph 39 to be about 4000 roentgens. This value will be used in construct-

ing contours of deposit dose for design Durposes. It will be noted tr.at 

the de-posited fission nrod'\i.cts are delivered by two mechs.nisms; pril!!a.rily 

by the oushroom fallout an~. to a lesser extent, by condensation of the 

base surge. In addition, some of the fallo~t material, unon striking th8 

surface :)f the water, mixes \·•i th air and drifts C..o .... :n":ind, reinforcir:g t!:e 
• 

contrur'.inating influence of the base s~r~~- As discussed in naragra0n 40, 

the d.er:;csi t dose ir: th~· c0nter of tr.e array was four.d to be 650 roent,=:ens. 

This dose was due to cr.ndensation frcrn the be> se surge c:ind. \·:ater coL:.r::r., 

reinforced by some contamination frcf!'. t/:e nart of the fallout rin:: d.ircctl:r 

U-:?Wind. A:; a r0w;h apnroximatior,, the dei:;osi t -~ose con tri oute~. by :!le 

base sur~c in this region may be cc~~·f~red to ~~ nbcut 500 rccnt~~~c. 

Thuc, i?: · .. :~y '.Jf the fr .. llc'.lt ri::-.,::: ::"-::r.:ir.ium sf 40CO rocr,t<·<:r::i, 35CO !"Gr;:-. ti-:·-:!".~ 



~~y be tee result of the average fallout and 500 .roentger.s due to t~e base 

s'..lrge denosit. ~igure 30 shows contours of mean deposit dose distribution 

around a Baker-type detonation Wlder the action of a 15 knot wind as indi-

cated. The base surge and mushroom are both considered subject to the 

same wind in velocity and direction. The wind is comin.g from the top of 

the figure to conform with the wind direction in Figure 6. It was noted 

(paragraph 37) thcit the center of the fallout ring at Test 3aker was dis-

placed down~ind a distance eaual to the free movement before the existing 

wind during a time interval of one minute. The center of the fallout ring 

in Figure 30 is located 500 yards do~·T..wind of the center of the burst. 

This is the distance traveled in one Qfnute under the action of a 15 knot 

wir.d.. The mean dic>..meter of the fallo'..lt ring remnins 1600 ynrds as in 'i'est 

Eaker. To conform with the assumptions used in nlotting ~igure 6, the 

effective distance of base surge upwind is considered to remain the same 

reg<>.rdless of the increased wind velocity. ~his assumption is probably 

somewhat pessimistic. The rate of fall-off of the depcsit unwind, as 

indicated by the contours has been flattened in view of the oove:::ent of 

the fallo-u.t rinE; fi;.rther downwind because of the increased wind velccity. 

Tte crosswi~d distritution of de~osit dose is unaffected by the ir.creased 

~·lir.d velocity. Do':!".':.·ind, the extent of the Yarious dc~osi t r!ose ccr.to"'.lrs 

has be~n determined ty assuming that t~e d~nosit beyond three tho"'.lsand 

:rards is controlled by :he base surge moYcment cntir'::lY. For instar.ce, 

fr.e actual extent of the 500 :-oontgc:: i::or.tour do\'mHir.d in :?ig-.ire 15 is 

3200 yards. This corres"!)onds with the "'1csi ti on of the :fpco of the b;.se 

0. <=: 
-v ...... -



~oentgens and. greater wUl remain slibstantiall7 the 
; . . ~' 

same. 
_, 

· :-(b) · fhe 100 roentgen contour conforms to the outline o-£ the ·base 
I ( . 

aurge_envelope·except in it• extent down.Wind. 'It fa considered that the 
.... -. . . - . . 

·'increased· rate of movement of the base surge downwind aft·er three 111inutes 
J ••• 

• beca.U~~ of the higher wind velocity Will be more than offset by the 
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the deposit :r:ron the musim;~m falling iii. ·an otherYtse un&ffected area 

downwind. 'In Figure. ~2, th8- 15 knot Wind has. caused the. shallow crater 
. . ~ ·. .._ . - •. . ' . 

to become. nearly a plateau of' about 6000 roentgena":downWtnd of .a single 
•·. - . . ' ·j 

peak of 9000 roentgens.·--~ remnants of the no-wind ring maximum are 

/ ... 
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still represented by a dotted contour in the neighborhood of 7000 roentgens. 

For practical design considerations, the contours Within the 6000 roentgen 

contour can be ignored and an even grovth to a 9000 aint;le maxiJ11W11.at the 
I 

center of the target area assumed. 

60. :Figures 6-. 30, 31 and 32 give the design data necess&.rT f'or considera-

tion of the gamma rad~ation hazard resulting from a ~aker~type atomic 

bomb detonat14n under mean conditions. The data represents the- distribution 

of g8mma radia~~· dose _to infini t;J\ in -time over tbe ·target area~ !'or 
·. ~ ' ' .... 

probiema 1nvol vi~ vessels ~de~ which are 
.;. -""· ~ ,:_~ · .. ·:' _ .... -.~ ... •. . . 

orili .a short ~rt~d 'ot time t - .. 
..__ .. ·.:. ):' -:. . 

the time-intensity ·a.na_ sj:.Qc'~:~ntensit7. 
' - .. • .- -:-:: .. ' •. _.; ..... ~~ :• ~ - .• . : .• •I . " 

ch8r&.c~~rist~·ca .of ·the, ~~me ~diation muat be kli~~~ Tiiese··.cb&ra~teristics 
. ·..a. ·i . . . . . . . . -·. . . . "!'·. ~-:_·:.;"'!_- ~ . ._-'. 
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